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Abstract
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have become very popular in the last few
decades. Nowadays these vehicles are used for both civilian and military ap-
plications which are dull, dirty and dangerous for humans. The remarkable
advances in materials, electronics, sensors, actuators and batteries enable
researchers to design more durable, capable, smart and cheaper UAVs. Con-
sequently, a signicant amount of research eort has been devoted to the
design of UAVs with intelligent navigation and control systems.
There are certain applications where a single UAV can not perform ad-
equately. However, carrying out such tasks with a eet of UAVs in some
geometric pattern or formation can be more powerful and more ecient.
This thesis focuses on a new coordination scheme that enables formation
control of quadrotor type UAVs. Coordination of quadrotors is achieved us-
ing a virtual structure approach where orthogonal projections of quadrotors
on a virtual plane are utilized to dene coordination forces. This plane im-
plies planar spring forces acting between the vehicles. Virtual springs are
also augmented with dampers to suppress oscillatory motions. While the co-
ordination among the aerial vehicles is achieved on a virtual plane, altitude
control for each vehicle is designed independently. This increases maneuver-
ing capability of each quadrotor along the vertical direction. Due to their
robustness to the external disturbances such as wind gusts, integral back-
stepping controllers are designed to control attitude and position dynamics
of individual quadrotors. Several coordinated task scenarios are presented
and the performance of the proposed formation control technique is assessed
by several simulations where three and ve quadrotors are employed. Simu-
lation results are quite promising.
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Coklu _Insansz Hava Arac Olusum Kontrolu icin Yeni Bir
Koordinasyon Yaps
Mehmet Ali Guney
ME, Master Tezi, 2013
Tez Dansman: Prof. Dr. Mustafa Unel
Anahtar Kelimeler: _IHA, Dort-Rotor, Geri Basaklama Kontrol,
Koordinasyon, Olusum Kontrolu, Sanal Yap
Ozet
_Insansz Hava Araclar (_IHA) son birkac on yl icinde cok populer hale
gelmislerdir. Gunumuzde bu araclar, insanlar icin skc, kirli ve tehlikeli sivil
ve askeri uygulamalar icin kullanlmaktadr. Malzeme, elektronik, sensor,
motor ve pil alanlarndaki dikkat cekici gelismeler daha dayankl, yetenekli,
akll ve ucuz _IHA'larn yapmn mumkun klmstr. Sonuc olarak, onemli
derecede arastrma cabas akll navigasyon ve kontrol sistemlerine sahip
_IHA'larn tasarmna adanmstr.
Tek bir _IHA'nn basarl bir sekilde yerine getiremeyecegi uygulamalar
vardr. Ancak, geometrik oruntu veya olusum halindeki bir _IHA losu bu
gorevleri daha guclu ve verimli bir sekilde gerceklestirebilir. Bu tez calsmas
quadrotor tipi _IHA'larn olusum kontrolune imkan saglayan yeni bir olusum
kontrol semas uzerine odaklanmstr. Quadrotorlarn koordinasyonu sanal
yap yaklasm ile gelistirilmektedir, koordinasyon kuvvetleri quadrotorlarn
sanal bir duzleme dikey izdusumleri kullanlarak tanmlanmstr. Araclar
arasnda sanal duzlemde tanmlanan duzlemsel yay kuvvetleri bulunmak-
tadr. Bu sanal yay kuvvetleri, salnml hareketleri durdurmas icin amor-
tisorlerle desteklenmistir. Ucan robotlarn koordinasyonu duzlemsel yuzeyde
basarlrken aracn yukseklik referans koordinasyon modelinden bagmsz
olarak aracn uzerinde uretilir. Bu her bir quadrotora dikey duzlemde daha
fazla manevra kabiliyeti ozgurlugu eklemektedir. Quadrotorun yonelim ve
pozisyon kontrolu, ruzgar gibi ds bozucu etkilere kars gurbuz olusundan
dolay integral geribasamaklama yontemi kullanlarak tasarlanmstr. Cesitli
koordineli gorev senaryolar sunulmustur ve onerilen olusum kontrol yonteminin
performans benzetim calsmlarnda uc ve bes quadrotor kullanlarak ince-
lenmistir. Benzetim sonuclar oldukca umit vericidir.
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Chapter I
1 Introduction
The robotics community has shown a growing research interest into un-
manned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) during the
last couple of decades. Such aerial vehicles are also known as \robotic air-
craft" and their uses have become more spread. An unmanned aerial vehicle
is dened as an aircraft that does not carry crew, uses aerodynamic forces
to provide vehicle lift, can y autonomously or piloted remotely, can be ex-
pendable or recoverable, and carry a lethal or non-lethal payload [1].
UAVs are more suitable for dull, dirty and dangerous missions than
manned aircrafts. The low downside risk and higher condence in the oper-
ation success are main motivations for growing usage of UAVs. Therefore,
technological, economic and political factors have stimulated development
of UAVs [2]. First of all, the advances in materials, electronics, sensors,
actuators and batteries enable researchers to design more durable, capable,
smart and cheaper vehicles. Secondly, UAVs are successful when charged
with mission and battleeld. Thus, they have been getting more funding
and a large number of production orders. Third, UAVs can operate in dan-
gerous and contaminated environments, and operate in other environments
denied for manned aircrafts, such as altitudes that are both lower and higher
than those typically traversed by manned aircraft.
According to UAV market studies, it is predicted that the worldwide
UAV market will enlarge signicantly in the next decade. Moreover, in these
studies it also is estimated that UAV spending will be more than triple,
totaling close to 55 billion in the next 10 years. U.S UAV market will reach 16
billion in the next 5-7 years, whereas Europe will spend only 3 billion [3, 4].
In Fig. 1.1, U.S UAV market development budget has started to increase
rapidly after 2001, and research and development gained acceleration [1].
On the other hand, in Fig. 1.2 UAV research and development budgets in
Europe has increased slowly when it is compared with U.S. UAV investment.
Figure 1.1: Annual funding of the U.S. Department of Defense [1]
Nowadays these vehicles are used for both civilian and military applica-
tions. The primary usage of UAV is millitary applications. Civilian usage of
UAV also called commercial usage is 3% of total UAV market [5]. Moreover,
civilian market is expected to grown more rapidly when it is compared with
military market. In [6], it is stated that the growth in the civilian market
will be four or ve times faster than the military market in the next ten to
twenty years.
2
Figure 1.2: Annual funding in Europe[2]
Some signicant applications of the civilian usage of the UAVs are given
below [6]:
 Communication Relays (equivalent to low-altitude satellites or cell tow-
ers)
 Media (overhead cameras for news and special events)
 Surveying (city and suburban planning)
 Farming and Ranching (check on cattle, fence lines, and work crews,
spraying crops with pesticide and fertilizer, monitoring crops, soil,
moisture, and pest conditions, and insect sampling)
 Film Industry (aerial photography and special eects)
 Archaeology (aerial observation of sites and digs)
 Oil and Mineral Industry (gas and oil pipeline monitoring in desolate
areas, search for mineral and fossil fuel deposits)
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 Energy Facilities (monitoring nuclear facilities, reconnaissance for haz-
ardous waste cleanup, atmospheric and climatic research)
Moreover, UAVs have some important military applications where they
reduce the human life risks, workloads and direct enemy contact [7].
 Reconnaissance and Surveillance (wide-area search and multi-intelligence
capability, ability of processing, exploitation and dissemination)
 Security (operations to preserve friendly force combat power and free-
dom of maneuver)
 Close Combat (operating as a part of the combined arms team when
conducting decisive, integrated, air-ground operations)
 Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and High Yield Explosives
Reconnaissance (The ability to nd harmful material or hazards and
to survey the aected areas)
 Interdiction Attack (degrading, neutralizing, or destroying enemy com-
bat)
 Strike (conduct high risk and high payo attack/strike operations with
minimal exposure of manned systems)
 Target Identication and Designation (identify and precisely locate mil-
itary targets in real-time)
 Combat Support (distinguish between friend, enemy, neutral, and non-
combatant)
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 Sustainment (supply/retrograde operations, extraction of damaged parts
for repair)
UAVs can also be categorized by their mechanical structures and cong-
urations such as xed-wing, rotary-wing and hybrid designs [2]. The oldest
researches on UAVs were conducted on xed-wing mechanism that generally
refers to unmanned airplanes with wings. Fixed wing UAVs are simple to
control, have long endurance and they are suited for wide area surveillance
and tracking applications. Another advantage of xed wing UAVs is that
they can sense images at long distances. However they are not suitable for
indoor applications due to their high speed requirement. Furthermore, they
have disadvantage against rotary wing UAVs that xed wing UAVs need
space and time to regain its course [8].
On the other hand, rotary wing UAVs are called as Vertical Take-o and
Landing (VTOL) UAVs. The VTOL UAVs have high maneuverability and
they are able to hover at a xed point [8]. However, rotary wing UAVs
have disadvantages against xed wing UAVs such as short endurance and
low ight speed. Quadrotors are gaining increasing interest as rotary wing
UAVs. This type of rotorcraft achieve ight by balancing the forces produced
by four rotors. They have low cost and small size, and they become broadly
available. Quadrotors are able to lift relatively high payloads and provide
an increasingly broad set of basic functionalities. The drawback of this type
of rotarycraft is energy consumption augmentation due to the extra motors
[9{11].
Besides this conventional aerial vehicle designs, hybrid designs also exist
that combine advantages of xed-wing and rotary-wing UAVs [12, 13]. Hy-
brid designs can reach high speeds and they have long endurance because of
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the xed-wing structure. Moreover, they can takeo and land vertically, a
feature comes from rotary wing UAVs. Some examples of xed wing, rotary
wing and hybrid design UAVs are given in Table 1.1
Table 1.1: Examples of dierent types of UAVs according to their congura-
tions
Type of UAV Institute/Company Name Name of UAV
Fixed-Wing AAI Aerosonde [14]
Fixed-Wing Boeing X-45B [15]
Rotary-Wing Mikrokopter Quadro XL [16]
Rotary-Wing Ascending Technologies Hummingbird III [17]
Hybrid Chiba University & G.H. Craft QTW UAS-FS4 [18]
Hybrid Sabanci University SUAVI [13]
Quadrotors have nonlinear and time varying dynamics. In addition, they
are under-actuated systems with four control inputs and 6 DOF pose pa-
rameters. Quadrotor models are usually subject to unmodeled dynamics,
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parametric uncertainties, and they are constantly aected by aerodynamic
disturbances. Thus, they require advanced control strategies to achieve good
performance in piloted or autonomous ight with high maneuverability and
robustness with respect to external parametric uncertainties and disturbances
[11].
In the literature there are several methods to control quadrotors. In [19],
LQ and classical Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) which are model
based control approaches used to control the quadrotor. Authors showed
that these two methods are able to control attitude angles of quadrotor in
the presence of minor disturbance. Voos [20] divide nonlinear control sys-
tem into nested control structures and design feedback linearization control
approach. The decomposed system has velocity control system in the outer
loop and attitude control system in the inner loop. Altug et al. utilized
backstepping control method to stabilize a quadrotor by keeping the po-
sitions and the yaw angle constant and the pitch and the roll angle zero
[21, 22]. In further work [23], authors improved the performance of the
backstepping control by incorporating the integral action which eliminates
steady state error and is robust to disturbances. In other words, they de-
signed integral backstepping approach for attitude and position control of the
quadrotor. Nicol et al. [24], proposed adaptive control strategy with Cere-
bellar Model Arithmetic Computer (CMAC) algorithm. CMAC algorithm
provides computationally-ecient and accurate approximator that adapts
quickly. The proposed method is adaptive to model uncertainties and is ro-
bust to disturbances. In [25, 26], a quadrotor is controlled by using sliding
mode control. Sliding mode is insensitive to model errors, parametric un-
certainties and other disturbances. In [25], authors proposed sliding mode
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control method by decomposing the quadrotor system into a fully-actuated
subsystem and an under-actuated subsystem. In this method, quadrotor
achieve desired position with desired yaw angle by keeping roll and pitch
angle around zero. In [26], Block Control Technique is combined with second
order sliding mode super-twisting algorithm to design a robust ight con-
troller. In the proposed control method, block control technique provides
attitude control while sliding mode control provides longitudinal, latitudinal
and heading motions where control loops are independent. In [27], the au-
thor develops a control system based on a combination of state-dependent
Riccati equations and neural networks. Quadrotor control system is decom-
posed into a velocity control system in the outer loop and an attitude control
system is in the inner loop as in [20]. The inner-loop, attitude control sys-
tem, is designed using state-dependent Riccati equations, and the outer loop,
the velocity control system, is designed using neural networks. Rao et al
[11], designed integral predictive and robust H1 control strategy to solve the
path following problem of quadrotor. They proposed a hierarchical control
structure. In outer loop state-space predictive controller is designed to track
reference trajectory while inner loop is designed based on H1 controller able
to reject sustained disturbances due to the use of the integral action.
Besides there are some applications, where a single quadrotor can not
achieve perfectly, such as surveillance, search and rescue, law enforcement
and border patrol. These applications require several robots to achieve the
task in a coordinated fashion because individual vehicles can sense changes in
the environment, exchange information with each other and may go into ac-
tion together. Therefore, researchers developed multiple quadrotor testbeds
to implement these tasks. Some of those testbeds are built at Stanford Uni-
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versity, University of Pennsylvania and Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Zurich (ETH) which are also called as Stanford Testbed of Autonomous Ro-
torcraft for Multi-Agent Control (STARMAC), General Robotics, Automa-
tion, Sensing, and Perception (GRASP) and Flying Machine Arena (FMA),
respectively. STARMAC testbed [28{31] is outdoor quadrotor testbed for
testing and validating multi-agent algorithms and control schemes by us-
ing Draganyer quadrotors. Since it is an outdoor testbed quadrotors are
equipped with GPS, IMU and ultrasonic sensors to obtain the pose of quadro-
tor. They performed autonomous hover and outdoor autonomous trajectory
tracking with quadrotors. GRASP testbed [32{36], support research on co-
ordinated motion of (MAVs) with broad applications such as reconnaissance,
surveillance, manipulation and transport. These applications are performed
by Ascending technologies Hummingbird quadrotor. The pose of quadrotors
are provided by Vicon motion capture system with 50m accuracy. The
main research focus is developing new control algorithm for MAVs and co-
ordination actions with multiple MAVs. Flying Machine Arena [37{40], uses
modied Ascending Technologies Hummingbird quadrotors and they have 10
 10  10 m3 space enclosed by nets on the sides and pads are placed on the
oor. The space is equipped with Vicon motion capture system for getting
the pose of the quadrotors with millimeter accuracy. Lots of application are
achieved such as balancing an inverted pendulum, juggling balls, ipping and
constructing 6 m structure consisting of 1500 foam bricks.
1.1 Thesis Organization and Contributions
In Chapter II, background information on multi agent coordination and
formation control is given and various types of formation structures are de-
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scribed.
In Chapter III, a nonlinear dynamic model of a quadrotor is obtained us-
ing Newton-Euler method. Backstepping controllers are designed to control
quadrotor's attitude and position dynamics.
In Chapter IV, a new coordination framework along with a virtual refer-
ence model is presented. In the proposed scheme, quadrotors are modeled as
point masses and they are connected with virtual springs and dampers. More-
over, quadrotors are attracted to the target via spring and damper forces.
Spring coecients are modeled as an adaptable parameter to reach a uniform
circular formation around the target at a certain distance.
Chapter V focuses on the simulations results of the proposed formation
control technique. The performance of the proposed formation method is
assessed by using three and ve quadrotors in the group.
Chapter VI concludes the thesis work and indicates possible future direc-
tions.
Contributions of the thesis can be summarized as follows:
 A nonlinear dynamic model of a quadrotor is derived using Newton-
Euler method.
 Attitude and position controllers for a quadrotor are designed using
integral backstepping control approach.
 A planar virtual reference model, which is composed of point masses
connected via springs and dampers, is proposed to generate reference
trajectories for each aerial vehicle in the group.
 Uniform distribution of quadrotors around the target is achieved by
switching the adaptable spring coecients.
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1.2 Notes
The following papers are produced from the thesis work:
 Quadrotorlar icin _Ileri Besleme Terimi Frenet-Serret Teorisiyle Hesa-
planan _Integral Geri Basamaklama Denetleyicisinin Performans Anal-
izi, M. A. Guney, M. Unel, TOK'12: Otomatik Kontrol Ulusal Toplants.
October 11-13, 2012.
 Formation Control of a Group of Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs), M. A.
Guney, M. Unel, IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man, and
Cybernetics (SMC 2013), October 13-16, 2013.
 A Modular Software Architecture for UAVs, T. Kekec, B. C. Ustundag,
M. A. Guney, A. Yildirim, M. Unel, 39th Annual Conference of the
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1.3 Nomenclature
Symbol Description
c1 convergence speed of the roll angle loop
c2 convergence speed of the roll angular speed loop
c3 convergence speed of the pitch angle loop
c4 convergence speed of the pitch angular speed loop
c5 convergence speed of the yaw angle
c6 convergence speed of the yaw angular speed loop
c7 convergence speed of the x position loop
c8 convergence speed of the y position loop
c9 convergence speed of the z position loop
c10 convergence speed of the x linear speed loop
c11 convergence speed of the y linear speed loop
c12 convergence speed of the z linear speed loop
ccoord coordination force damper coecient
ctarg target force damper coecient
d motor drag coecient
dbreak distance to be preserved among the virtual masses
dcoord coordination distance to be preserved among the virtual masses
di2j signed distance between mi and mj
di2T signed distance between mi and target
dtarget distance to be preserved among the virtual masses and target
dnear distance to be preserved among the virtual masses in the second stage
e1 roll tracking error
e2 roll angular speed tracking error
e3 pitch tracking error
e4 pitch angular speed tracking error
e5 yaw tracking error
e6 yaw angular speed tracking error
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Symbol Description
e7 x position tracking error
e8 y position tracking error
e9 z position tracking error
e10 x linear speed tracking error
e11 y linear speed tracking error
e12 z linear speed tracking error
E(; ) rotational velocity transformation matrix
Faero aerodynamic forces generated by the wings
Fcoord coordination force between the quadrotors
Fg gravity force
Fi thrust force of each rotor
Fm thrust force created by rotors
Ft total external force acting on the quadrotor
Ftarg target force between quadrotor and the target
g gravity
I inertia matrix of the quadrotor in body frame
Ixx moment of inertia around xb in body frame
Iyy moment of inertia around yb in body frame
Izz moment of inertia around zb in body frame
Jprop inertia of the propellers about their rotation axis
k motor lift coecient
kcoord coordination force spring coecient
kfar coordination force spring coecient in the rst stage
knear coordination force spring coecient in the second stage
ktarg target force spring coecient
l distance between rotor and center of gravity
m mass of the quadrotor
Maero aerodynamic moment due to lift/drag forces
Mg gyroscopic moments
Mi rotor moments
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Symbol Description
Mt total moments acting on the quadrotor
ni2j unit vector from mi to mj
ni2T unit vector from mi to target
Ob origin of body frame
Oe origin of earth frame
p angular velocity of the aerial vehicle about xb in body frame
Pe position of the quadrotor in earth frame
q angular velocity of the aerial vehicle about yb in body frame
Qi each quadrotor in the group
r angular velocity of the aerial vehicle about zb in body frame
R(; ;  ) orientation of world frame wrt. the earth frame
T target for a group of quadrotor
U1 total thrust
U2 rolling moment
U3 pitching moment
U4 yawing moment
Ve linear velocity of the quadrotor in earth frame
Vb linear velocity of the quadrotor in body frame
Vx linear velocity along xb in body frame
Vy linear velocity along yb in body frame
Vz linear velocity along zb in body frame
x position of the aerial vehicle along xe in earth frame
xb x axis of body frame
xd desired position of the aerial vehicle along xe in earth frame
xe x axis of earth frame
_Xi velocity vector of mi
_Xj velocity vector of mj
_Xk velocity vector of mk
y position of the aerial vehicle along ye in earth frame
yb y axis of body frame
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Symbol Description
yd desired position of the aerial vehicle along ye in inertial frame
ye y axis of earth frame
z position of the aerial vehicle along ze in earth frame
zb z axis of body frame
zd desired position of the aerial vehicle along ze in inertial frame
ze z axis of earth frame
e attitude of the quadrotor in earth frame
1 integral of roll tracking error
2 integral of pitch tracking error
3 integral of yaw tracking error
4 integral of x position tracking error
5 integral of y position tracking error
6 integral of z position tracking error
!i propellers rotational speed
!x roll angular speed
!dx desired roll angular speed

x angular velocity of the quadrotor in earth frame

b angular velocity of the quadrotor in body frame

e angular velocity of the quadrotor in earth frame
 pitch angle, angular position around yw
d desired pitch angle
 roll angle, angular position around xw
d desired roll angle
 yaw angle, angular position around zw
 d desired yaw angle
1 virtual control input for x axis
2 virtual control input for y axis
3 virtual control input for z axis
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Chapter II
2 Background on Multi Agent Coordination
Robotic vehicles that move in a formation can carry out certain tasks
that can not be performed by a single vehicle. Applications of vehicle for-
mation control include coordination and cooperation of unmanned ground
vehicles(UGVs), unmanned air vehicles(UAVs), autonomous underwater ve-
hicles(AUVs). In the literature there are several approaches to the group
coordination problem such as behavior based, leader follower, virtual struc-
ture and graph theory.
The advantage of the behavioral approach is that it is natural to develop
control approach when agents have multiple competing objectives. In ad-
dition, each agent has feedback information which means each agent reacts
according to the position of its neighbors. Another advantage of behav-
ioral approach is that it permits itself naturally to a decentralized formation
control implementation. The disadvantage of behavior approach is that the
group behavior can not be dened explicitly. In addition, it is dicult to
analyze the behavioral approach mathematically and guarantee its group sta-
bility [41]. An important advantage of the leader follower control scheme is
its mathematical simplicity. However, the major disadvantage of the leader-
follower approach is the leader which is the single point of failure of the
formation, namely if something wrong happens to the leader, then the for-
mation mission can not be achieved. The advantage of the virtual structure
approach is that it is easy to dene the formation behavior for the group.
Another advantage is that the virtual structure can maintain the formation
very well during the maneuvers, namely, the virtual structure can evolve as
a whole in a given direction with some given orientation and maintain a rigid
geometric relationship among multiple vehicles. The disadvantage is that
requiring the formation to act as a virtual structure limits the class of po-
tential applications of this approach [42]. Convenience of these approaches
are highly application specic.
2.1 Behavior Based Formation Control
Behavior-based robotics is inspired from intelligent behaviors of animals. A
behavior is a mapping of function producing responses from stimuli [43]. Be-
havior based control is a decentralized control strategy used to autonomously
control one robot or a group of robots. Note that a decentralized control sys-
tem for an individual robot means that there is no planning or reasoning for
the generation of responses. However, a decentralized or distributed control
systems for multi robots indicates that there is no control part managing the
system.
In behavior based formation control approach exact models are not neces-
sary. The task is decomposed into object-oriented behaviors, which requires
to accomplish its objective. Each behavior is independent and can have di-
rect access to the sensors and actuators of the robot. Behavioral control is
decomposed into subproblems which are behaviors or tasks. Monteiro and
Bicho [44], propose behavior-based formation control by using nonlinear dy-
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namical systems. The authors utilize three autonomous mobile robots which
do not have prior knowledge about the environment to navigate in triangle
formation, and avoid obstacles in the environment. Liu and Shi [45], intro-
duce behavior-based formation control for mobile robots. They use dynamic
dead zone method to maintain the planned formation. Moreover, they uti-
lize combination of potential function based avoidance and wall following
behavior to guarantee obstacle avoidance.
In [46], a behavior-based formation control of MAV is introduced to gen-
erate the formation ight control command in terms of accelerations. The
hierarchy in the group is provided by the leader follower method to form
a structure of the group. Sentang et al. [47], propose behavior-based high
dynamic autonomous formation and control method for multi-missile system
that combine the behavior based control with the leader follower method. Au-
thors use the advantages of the conventional behavior based method which
are parallelism, distributing and real-time. On the other hand, they cover the
disadvantages of the behavior-based control, realizing the unication of the
autonomy and community of multi-missile by using leader follower method.
In [48], the formation control problem of multiple autonomous underwa-
ter vehicles (AUV) is investigated. Authors propose a new control algorithm
based on potential function and behavior rules to eectively control the for-
mation of the multiple AUV in certain environment and make the formation
eectively avoid obstacles. In [49, 50], Null-Space based behavioral control is
presented mobile robots and marine surface vessels. In [50], authors propose
a new task function to be used by the Null Space based behavior control
method to obtain a predened mobile robot formation. Furthermore in [49],
Null Space based behavior control is considered as a high level controller that
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selects the motion references for each vessel of the eet. The method guides
the eet in the complex environment, and at the same time it can achieve
multiple tasks such as obstacle avoidance and keeping the formation.
2.2 Leader Follower Formation Control
In leader follower based control some of the agents are designated as leaders.
These leaders can transmit location and orientation information to other
agents. However, leader does not receive any information from other agents.
On the other hand, some of the agents which are designed as followers can
transmit and receive information [51].
Ramirez and Linares [52], designed a linear robust dynamic output feed-
back control scheme for output reference trajectory tracking tasks by using
leader follower formation approach for non-holonomic mobile robots. In this
method, the follower robot knows only the position of the leader, but delay
is included in communication among the robots. Moreover, unknown distur-
bances are modelled as absolutely bounded, additive and unknown signals.
Futhermore, they designed a linear Luenberger observer to estimate distur-
bance, and disturbance is eliminated by the local follower's controller actions
via online cancellation eort. Saad et al. [53], investigate the leader follower
motion coordination of non holonomic mobile robots which combine virtual
vehicle and trajectory tracking approach. They considered that the required
informations from the leader are positions and heading. In addition, they
designed an observer to estimate the velocity of the leader. Backstepping
based control law is proposed for followers to track the reference trajectories.
Furthermore, they utilize fuzzy logic approach to avoid obstacles and other
follower robots. Yan et al [54], introduce adaptive formation control method
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for a group of mobile robots. In this method, there are two leader robots
which sense only the relative position of each other. Moreover, the follow-
ers which could be extended to n robots has two neighbor robots and each
follower measure neighbors position in its coordinate system. Furthermore,
according to proposed adaptive scheme, the follower robot utilizes the mea-
sured relative position information to form desired triangular formation with
its two leading neighbors. The proposed adaptive scheme reduces the cost of
broadcasting the velocity information and it assures that the robots can be
adaptively recovered to the desired formation in the presence of an abrupt
change of reference velocity. Tosques et al. [55], propose leader follower for-
mation control method for mobile robots that keeps two variables constant,
a distance and an angle. They use the angle which is referred to the follower
and not to the leader. This allows the use of decentralized sensing system
that guarantees approaching a higher degree of distribution. In [56], vision
based formation control of mobile robots is investigated by using leader fol-
lower approach. The proposed method, utilizes the vision based algorithm to
estimate the relative pose of the leader in the camera eld of view given in a
single known length. The relative velocity of the leader is estimated by using
the nonlinear estimator. In addition, the proposed decentralized controller
uses relative image information instead of position and velocity of the leader
in the global reference frame. This provides elimination of the need for a
communication among the agents.
In [57], Choo et al. propose leader follower formation control approach
for AUV in the horizontal plane. In this method, less information is expected
to be shared when compared to land and air robots, because communication
is weak under water due to low bandwidth and low update rates. As a result
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of that, the follower acquires the leader position measurement to track the
reference trajectory in accordance with predened distance without informa-
tion on leader velocity and dynamics. Furthermore, tracking controller is
designed via Lyapunov analysis and backstepping method for follower robot
to enable tracking the leader robot.
In [58], Ozbay et al. focus on designing decentralized control architec-
ture, distributed among each autonomous agent, to control a leader-follower
formation of terrestrial UAVs. Each vehicle is controlled utilizing only infor-
mation between its motion relative to a designated leader. In addition, they
use inertial model paradigm to handle uncertainties on the leader reference
trajectory and parameter uncertainties on the plant model. In [59], Dierks
and Jagannathan propose leader follower formation method for quadrotors
UAVs. This method based on spherical coordinates and the desired position
of the follower quadrotor is designed using the desired seperation, the angle
of incidence and the bearing. In addition, a new control law is derived using
neural networks to learn the complete dynamics of the quadrotor online, in-
cluding unmodeled dynamics like aerodynamic friction and in the presence
of bounded disturbances.
2.3 Virtual Structure Formation Control
In the virtual structure approach, the entire formation is treated as a rigid
body. The positions of the vehicles in the structure are usually dened in a
frame with respect to a reference point in the structure. Since a trajectory
is given for the reference point, the desired position for each vehicle can be
calculated as the virtual structure evolves in time [60].
In [61], Yuan and Tang introduce hierarchical virtual structure forma-
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tion method for autonomous mobile robots. Mobile robots are decomposed
into some clusters according to their distributions in space. Furthermore,
the motion of every cluster (virtual structure) is transformed into reference
trajectory of every robot. Mobile robots among and within clusters are both
controlled by nite control law based on variable structure. In [62], au-
thors propose controlling the movement of robot formations by considering
both kinematic and dynamic constraints for mobile robots. Moreover, mobile
robots navigate in realistic scenarios with obstacles, where formations have to
comply with the environment shape, while maintaining the formation topol-
ogy. This method takes into account communication issues in the mobile
ad-hoc network formed by the robot team. They use the real time protocol
over wireless ad-hoc networks for data interchange in cooperative control. In
[63], Nijmeijer et al. design virtual structure controller for formation control
of unicycle mobile robots. They proposed to use mutual coupling between
the individual robots, because using mutual coupling make formation more
robust against perturbations as compared to leader follower approach. In fur-
ther work, they propose two distributed virtual structure formation method.
In these methods, all robots plan their action based upon local interaction
between neighboring robots. Moreover, they prove the global stability of the
previous work.
In [42], Ren and Beard propose formation control ideas using virtual
structure method for multiple spacecraft. In this work, they show the ad-
vantages of introducing formation feedback from spacecraft to the formation.
The system can achieve a good performance in improving convergence speed
and decreasing maneuver errors. Formation feedback provides robustness to
the whole system. Moreover, formation feedback improves the robustness
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with respect to choosing gains for dierent aircrafts. In [64], authors intro-
duce a virtual structure formation and 3D formation tracking approaches.
This method allows UAVs to track desired formation which can move slower
than the UAVs minimum speed. In addition, deconiction control is utilized
to keep UAVs from colliding with one another when formation change oc-
cur. Since the xed-wing UAVs have relatively large forward velocities the
deconiction control restrict their states and make them maneuver in 3D.
Linorman and Li [65], tailor synchronization technology which synchronize
the relative position tracking motion between multiple aircrafts to virtual
structure approach for enhancing the performance of formation control. In
[66], author introduces formation control scheme which integrates dynamic
formation reference generator and an extended trajectory tracking control
method for xed-wing UAVs. The proposed method allows the xed-wing
UAV to execute dynamic formation changing maneuvers based on planned
relative curvilinear trajectory of each UAV in the formation. Direct tra-
jectory generation strategy includes computing reference trajectory for each
UAV to be executed in real time and enabling the relative curvilinear tra-
jectories to be expressed directly. These two features allow formation of
xed-wing UAVs to response to a new desired formation plan rapidly. Low
and San [67], propose virtual structure formation control method which al-
low xed-wing UAVs to smooth formation turning along a planned formation
trajectory by relaxing the rigid separation constraint between vehicles.
2.4 Graph Theory
One of the biggest problems in the formation control is the sensor informa-
tion which means each robot must have information about its neighbors. A
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graph theory is particularly useful and commonly used way to encode this
information [68].
Dong and Farrell [69], discuss the cooperative control of mobile robots
with a given formation and a desired trajectory as a group. They proposed
unied error which consists of formation and tracking errors. Graph theory
and Lyapunov theory are used to design control laws. In further work [70],
they consider two formation control problems for mobile agents. In the rst
problem, they discuss formation control law where all mobile agents converge
to the same stationary point with dierent communication scenarios. In the
second problem, they discuss a formation control law where a group of mobile
agents converges to and tracks a target point which moves along a desired
trajectory with dierent communication scenarios. Cooperation control laws
in this work are proposed with the aid of suitable transformations and results
from graph theory.
In [71], each robot in the formation is a node of a graph where appli-
cation of graph theory to formation control of UAVs with linear dynamics
was introduced. Moreover the aim is to achieve development of information
exchange strategies that have direct role on improvement of performance and
stability and robustness to variations in communication topology.
Azuma and Karube [72], propose a formation control method with fault-
tolerance. In this approach, they achieve formation control with fault tol-
erance by using rigidity in the graph theory with virtual structure. An op-
timization framework for target tracking with a group of mobile robot is
presented in [73]. Authors modeled target tracking problem as a generic
semidenite program(SDP). Their methodology is based on graph theoretic
results where the second smallest eigenvalue of the interconnection graph
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Laplacian matrix is a measure for the connectivity of the graph. Agent
target coverage and inter-agent communication constraints are modeled as
linear-matrix inequalities with the help of this method. Pappas et al. [74], in-
troduce a theoretical framework for controlling graph connectivity in a mobile
robot network. The proposed method is based on combination of a variety
of mathematical tools. These tools are ranging from spectral graph theory
and semi-denite programming to maximize the algebraic connectivity of a
network, to gradient-descent algorithms and hybrid systems to ensure topol-
ogy control in a least restrictive manner. In [75], decentralized formation
approach is proposed to increase the connectivity of the formation system.
The connectivity of the multi-agent system is appraised through the second
smallest eigenvalue of the state dependent Laplacian of the proximity graph
of the agent. In this method, a supergradient algorithm is used in conjunc-
tion with decentralized algorithm for eigenvector computation to maximize
the second smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian of the proximity graph. Ford
et al. [76], claim that state of the art formation schemes are limited by a high
communication load, high energy consumption and lack of robustness. These
areas on formation control should be improved. They introduced formation
structure which reduces computational eort by using graph theory and min-
imal constraint to enable formation control without the need for inter robot
communication, thus reducing energy consumption.
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Chapter III
3 Quadrotor Modeling and Control
In order to perform coordinated motion of quadrotors, in simulation a dy-
namical model of the quadrotor is required. The model of dynamic equations
describing the attitude and position of the quadrotor are basically those of a
rotating rigid body with six degrees of freedom and four inputs.
3.1 Quadrotor Model
Before modeling quadrotor dynamics we should rst dene coordinate sys-
tems. Position dynamics of quadrotor is expressed wrt. xed earth coordi-
nate frame and the rotational dynamics wrt. body xed frame attached to
the vehicle.
 Earth frame E : (Oe, xe, ye, ze)
 Body frame B : (Ob, xb, yb, zb)
The Earth frame which is right handed orthogonal axis system and dened
by xe, ye, ze. xe is directed eastwards, ye is directed northwards, ze is directed
upwards and Oe is the origin of the earth frame. The body frame is attached
to quadrotor's center of gravity and dened by xb, yb, zb (Fig. 3.1). Similarly,
in the body frame, xb is directed to the front of the vehicle, yb is directed to
the right of the vehicle, zb is directed upwards and Ob is the origin on the
Figure 3.1: Coordinate systems and forces/moments acting on a quadrotor
frame.
center of mass of the aerial vehicle. The rotors 1-4 are mounted to body on
+xb, +yb, -xb and -yb axes, respectively.
The position and linear velocity of the vehicle's center of mass in the
world frame are expressed as:
Pe =
26664
X
Y
Z
37775 ; Ve =
26664
_X
_Y
_Z
37775 (3.1)
Quadrotor's attitude and attitude angles' time derivative in the earth
frame are dened as:
e =
26664


 
37775 ; 
e = _e =
26664
_
_
_ 
37775 (3.2)
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where , ,  are roll, pitch and yaw angles respectively. The orientation of
the body frame with respect to the earth frame is expressed by the rotation
matrix [13]:
R(; ;  ) = Rz( )Ry()Rx() =
26664
c c c ss   cs cc s + ss 
cs cc + ss s cs s   c s
 s cs cc
37775
(3.3)
where c and s denotes cos() and sin(), respectively. The transformation
of linear velocities between the earth and the body frames is given as:
Vb =
26664
Vx
Vy
Vz
37775 = RTVe (3.4)
The relation between the angular velocity of the vehicle and time derivative
of the Euler angles is given by the following transformation:

b =
26664
p
q
r
37775 = E(; ):
e (3.5)
where E is the velocity transformation matrix and dened as
E(; ) =
26664
1 0  s
0 c sc
0  s cc
37775 (3.6)
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The dynamics of the unmanned aerial vehicle can be written as
Ft = m _Ve
Mt = I _! + !  I!
(3.7)
where m denotes the mass and I denotes the inertia matrix of the quadro-
tor. The total external forces acting on the quadrotor are motor thrusts Fi,
aerodynamic forces Faero and gravity force Fg. Note that position dynamics
is expressed in the earth frame whereas attitude dynamics in the body xed
frame. Forces in the body frame can be transformed as follows:
Ft = R(Fm + Faero + Fg) (3.8)
where
Fm =
26664
0
0P
Fi
37775 ; Fg =
26664
mgs
 mgcs
 mgcc
37775 (3.9)
The gravitational force is in the -ze direction and the motor thrust forces,
Fi, are in the zb direction. Propeller thrusts F(1;2;3;4) are modeled as:
Fi = k!
2
i (3.10)
where !i is the motor rotational speed.
Moreover, total moment acting on a quadrotor are motor moments Mi,
aerodynamic moments Maero and gyroscopic moments Mg; i.e.
Mt =
X
Mi +Maero +Mg (3.11)
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Finally, the equations of motion derived from the dynamic model are given
as [13]:
x = (cossincos + sinsin )
1
m
U1 (3.12)
y = (cossinsin   sincos ) 1
m
U1 (3.13)
z = (coscos)
1
m
U1   g (3.14)
_p =
Iyy   Izz
Ixx
qr +
Jp
Ixx
q
 +
U2
Ixx
(3.15)
_q =
Izz   Ixx
Iyy
pr +
Jp
Iyy
p
 +
U3
Iyy
(3.16)
_r =
Ixx   Iyy
Izz
pq +
U4
Izz
(3.17)
where U1, U2, U3, U4 are control inputs of the quadrotor and Jp is the polar
moment of inertia of the propellers around the rotation axis. The control
inputs are given as follows:8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
U1 = k(!
2
1 + !
2
2 + !
2
3 + !
2
4)
U2 = kl(!
2
2   !24)
U3 = kl(!
2
3   !21)
U4 = d(!
2
1   !22 + !23   !24)

 =  !1 + !2   !3 + !4
where k is the thrust coecient and d is the drag coecient. The transforma-
tion matrix dened by Eq. (3.6) is the identity matrix at hover conditions,
i.e.  =  = 0. It follows that around hover conditions, we have _p  , _q  
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and _r   . As a result, attitude dynamics can be rewritten as
 =
Iyy   Izz
Ixx
_ _ +
Jp
Ixx
_
 +
U2
Ixx
(3.18)
 =
Izz   Ixx
Iyy
_ _ +
Jp
Iyy
_
 +
U3
Iyy
(3.19)
 =
Ixx   Iyy
Izz
_ _ +
U4
Izz
(3.20)
3.2 Quadrotor Control System Design
Flight controller is divided into two parts which are attitude and position
controllers (Fig. 3.2). Attitude control is the heart of the quadrotor control
system, because it keeps quadrotor at desired orientations in three dimen-
sions. Attitude dynamics of the quadrotor is faster than the position dynam-
ics, so position controller is used to generate reference angles for attitude
controller.
Figure 3.2: Attitude and Position Control of Quadrotor
3.2.1 Attitude Control
Attitude controller is designed using Integral Backstepping control method.
This control method is chosen because it is robust to disturbances and some
model uncertainties. In addition, this method guarantees asymptotic stabil-
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ity, while the integral action eliminates the steady state errors. Moreover,
backstepping controller design process is straightforward. The rst step in
integral backstepping control design is to dene position tracking error e1 =
d    and its dynamics:
de1
dt
= _d   _ = _d   !x (3.21)
The angular speed !x is not our control input and has its own dynamics. It
is set to a desired behavior and it is considered as virtual control:
!dx = c1e1 +
_d + 11 (3.22)
where c1 and 1 are positive constants and 1 =
tR
0
e1()dT is the integral of
roll tracking error. Since !x has its own error e2, its dynamics is computed
using (3.22) as follows:
de2
dt
= c1( _d   !x) + d + 1e1    (3.23)
where e2, the angular velocity tracking error is dened by:
e2 = !
d
x   !x (3.24)
Using (3.22) and (3.24) roll tracking error dynamics is rewritten as:
de1
dt
= e2   c1e1   11 (3.25)
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By replacing  in (3.23) by its corresponding expression from derived quadro-
tor model (3.18), the control input U2 appears in (3.26):
de2
dt
= c1( _d   !x) + d + 1e1   Iyy   Izz
Ixx
_ _   Jp
Ixx
_
  U2
Ixx
(3.26)
The real control input now appeares in (3.26). So, using equations (3.21),
(3.25) and (3.26) position tracking error e1, angular speed tracking error e2
and integral of the position tracking error 1 are combined to obtain:
de2
dt
= c1( c1e1   11 + e2) + d + 1e1   x
Ixx
(3.27)
where x is the overall rolling torque. The desirable dynamics for the angular
speed tracking error is:
de2
dt
=  c2e2   e1 (3.28)
This is obtained if control input U2 is chosen as:
U2 = Ixx[(1  c21 + 1)e1 + (c1 + c2)e2   c111 + d : : :
  Iyy   Izz
Ixx
_ _   Jp
Ixx
_
]
(3.29)
where c2 is a positive constant which determines the convergence speed of
the angular speed loop. Similarly, pitch and yaw control inputs are[23]:
U3 = Iyy[(1  c23 + 2)e3 + (c3 + c4)e4   c322 + d : : :
  Izz   Ixx
Iyy
_ _   Jp
Iyy
_
]
(3.30)
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U4 = Izz[(1  c25 + 3)e5 + (c5 + c6)e6   c533 +  d : : :
  Ixx   Iyy
Izz
_ _]
(3.31)
where c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, 2, 3 are positive constants and 2, 3 the integral
position tracking error of pitch and yaw angles, respectively.
3.2.2 Position Control
Position controller ensures to keep the quadrotor at a desired position. Verti-
cal motion is provided by motor thrusts, but horizontal motion is provided by
changing the thrust vector direction into desired motion direction. The mo-
tion on X and Y directions can be achieved by rolling and pitching quadrotor
respectively. The outputs of the position controller are reference roll angle,
d, reference pitch, d and the total thrust, U1. Since both vertical and hor-
izontal motion depend on thrust vector, virtual control inputs are designed
as Integral Backstepping controller for achieving the position control [2, 13]
In order to design position controller, rst the quadrotor position (X, Y ,
Z) dynamics is recalled; i.e
x = (cossincos + sinsin )
1
m
U1 (3.32)
y = (cossinsin   sincos ) 1
m
U1 (3.33)
z = (coscos)
1
m
U1   g (3.34)
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We dene position tracking errors as follows:8>>>>><>>>>>:
e7 = xd   x
e8 = yd   y
e9 = zd   z
(3.35)
Similarly angular speed tracking error is dened as:
8>>>>><>>>>>:
e10 = c7e7 + _xd + 44   _x
e11 = c8e8 + _yd + 55   _y
e12 = c9e9 + _zd + 66   _z
(3.36)
Virtual control inputs 1 3 are given as follows [23]:
x = xd + (1  c27 + 4)e7 + (c7 + c10)e10   c744 (3.37)
y = yd + (1  c28 + 5)e8 + (c8 + c11)e11   c855 (3.38)
z = zd + (1  c29 + 6)e9 + (c9 + c12)e12   c966   g (3.39)
where c7, c8, c9, c10, c11, c12, 4, 5 and 6 are positive constants.
In order to compute total thrust, reference roll and pitch angles, Eqns.
(3.37)-(3.39) are utilized to solve dynamic inversion approach. The total
thrust, reference roll and pitch angles can be computed as:
U1 = m
q
2x + 
2
y + (z + g)
2 (3.40)
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d =

m(xsin d   ycos d)
U1

(3.41)
d =

xcos d + ysin d
z + g

(3.42)
Reference roll and pitch angles found by Eqns. (3.41)-(3.42), are inputs
to the attitude control system. Furthermore, reference yaw angle can be set
to any desired value.
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Chapter IV
4 A New Coordination Framework for UAVs
Coordinated motion of a group of autonomous robots requires each mem-
ber of the group to track reference trajectories that are dependent on the
movement of the other robots in the group. Hence, coordinated motion of a
group of robots will be modeled by the generation of a reference trajectory
for each member in the group, that is dependent on the positions of some
or all of the robots [77]. A direct result of the denition of such a task is
that; the generated models of coordinated motion is scenario dependent, i.e.
models for dierent coordinated tasks will be dierent. Since the generated
model is scenario dependent, the scenario will be described rst.
Let Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qn 1 and Qn, denote the group of n quadrotors. T rep-
resents the target object for the group. We assume that quadrotors know
the position of the target, before they start their task and perceive the envi-
ronment using their onboard sensors. Conditions that must be satised for
a successful coordinated task scenario are as follows
 Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qn 1; Qn should form a circle of radius dtarget with T at the
center.
 The quadrotors should be uniformly distributed on the nal formation.
 Each Qi should locate itself towards T once it keeps a desired distance
dcoord from its closest neighbors and dtarget from T .
The task scenario mentioned above can be a basis for the coordinated simple
tasks. For instance, for a re extinguishment scenario, T represents the
replace where quadrotors can be used to extinguish the re in coordination.
Due to higher water load capacity, such a coordinated system would enable
us to suppress re more quickly. Another application of coordinated UAV
control is search and rescue of injured people in earthquake territories. In
this case, T can be damaged buildings and quadrotors need to decrease dcoord
and dtarget to achieve desired formation. Before continuing to the next stage
of the task, Qi might check if other quadrotors have succeeded the current
stage of the task.
4.1 Reference Generation Model
The reference system is modeled as virtual masses that are connected with
virtual springs and dampers for generating reference trajectories for each
quadrotor. Every quadrotor in the group is considered as point masses de-
noted by m1, m2, : : : , mn 1, mn. Coordination can be specied on the
basis of forces between quadrotors and the target. In this approach coordi-
nated motion is achieved by using quadrotor-quadrotor coordination forces
and target-quadrotor attraction force. The reference trajectory which is gen-
erated by virtual model is tracked by actual quadrotors with the help of
attitude and position controllers. At this point, virtual reference generation
can be considered as high-level controller as in Fig. 4.1 and quadrotor indi-
vidual controllers (attitude and position controllers) are low-level controllers.
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Figure 4.1: Hierarchical scheme of coordinated motion
Coordination scheme is provided by virtual bounds which are built be-
tween each mi and its closest two neighbors. The two neighbors of mi exert
forces on mi to keep the desired distance between each quadrotor. This
distance can be considered as equilibrium length of the virtual springs and
dampers which produce virtual forces between robots. We assume that mj
is the closest neighbor and mk is the second closest neighbor of the mi (Fig.
4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Virtual springs and dampers between a quadrotor and its two
closest neighbors
In this work, we assume a planar coordination between the quadro-
tors where a virtual plane is dened from the orthogonal projections of the
quadrotors (Fig. 4.3). The coordination force exerted on mi from mj and
mk is given as
Fcoord =  [kcoord(di2j   dcoord) + ccoord(( _Xi   _Xj)  ni2j)]ni2j   : : :
[kcoord(di2k   dcoord) + ccoord(( _Xi   _Xk)  ni2k)]ni2k
(4.1)
where  denotes vector dot product, kcoord and ccoord are the coecients of the
spring and damper. di2j is the signed distance between mi and mj which is
projected on to the X-Y plane and di2k is the signed distance between mi and
mk which is projected on to the X-Y plane. ni2j is the unit vector from mi to
mj, _Xi = [ _xi _yi]
t is the velocity vector of virtual mass mi. _Xj = [ _xj _yj]
t is
the velocity vector of virtual mass mj, ni2k is the unit vector from mi to mk.
_Xk = [ _xk _yk]
t is the velocity vector of virtual mass mk. Moreover, dcoord is
the coordination distance to be preserved among the masses.
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Figure 4.3: Planar distance between the quadrotors
Furthermore, target force that is exerted on each mass is modeled as the
sum of spring and damper forces. The target force is dened as
Ftarg = [ktarg(di2T   dtarg) + ctarg( _Xi  ni2T )]ni2T (4.2)
where  denotes vector dot product, ktarg and ctarg are the coecients of
the spring and damper. di2T is the signed distance between mi and target,
_Xi = [ _xi _yi]
t is the velocity vector of virtual mass mi and ni2T is the unit
vector from mi to target. dtarg is the distance to be preserved among the mi
and target.
The total force exerted on mi is given as:
mi
24xi
yi
35 = Fcoord + Ftarg (4.3)
The reference position on X and Y axis for Qi can be computed by double
integrating the desired acceleration in Eq. (4.3). Moreover, the reference
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trajectory on Z axis is generated by onboard controller of the quadrotor. In
other words, reference on Z axis is given as a quintic polynomial trajectory
whose initial point is the quadrotors initial point and nal point is the desired
height above the target. On the other hand, we may need to change the
parameters which are given above to perform the coordinated tasks. In our
scenario we divide coordinated motion into two stages:
i. Getting closer to T from the initial point.
ii. Forming circular distribution around T with radius dtarget.
In the rst stage, coordinated motion of quadrotors is the most important
issue. Until the end of the rst stage, Fcoord is dominant for moving robots
together. However, target force, Ftarget, is also important to move the robots
toward T . When any robot in the group, Qi, is close to T at a certain
distance, dbreak, the importance of target force increases. In other words,
kcoord is decreased to knear, which is smaller than ktarg for achieving the nal
formation. Moreover, coordination distance, dcoord must be changed to dnear
for generating uniform circular formation (Fig 4.4).
Figure 4.4: Uniform distribution of masses on the formation circle around T
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dnear can be calculated from the nal distribution as follows [78]:
dnear = dtarget
p
2(1  cos(2=n)): (4.4)
Spring coecient, kcoord, is changed as a continuous function of di2T as in
[78]:
kcoord = knear +
kfar   knear
1 + exp((dbreak   di2T + )) (4.5)
where  > 0 and  > 0 are constants, 0  kcoord  1, di2T is the signed
distance between mi and the target, kfar and knear are spring coecients
that are used in stage 1 and 2.
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Chapter V
5 Simulation Results and Discussion
In order to verify proposed formation control method, several simulations
are carried out in Matlab/Simulink environment. In simulations, three and
ve quadrotors are considered for a coordinated task dened by a circular
formation around the target.
5.1 Coordinated Motion of Three Quadrotors
This simulation was run for a group of three quadrotor. In the this scenario,
the quadrotors are placed at dierent corners of a room on the ground where
Q1 = [5 0 0]
T , Q2 = [5   5 0]T and Q3 = [ 5   5 0]T while T is
placed at the center of the room, T = [0 0 0]T . In this simulation, quadro-
tors are not subject to any external disturbances. Moreover, the coordinated
motion parameters in the simulations are set in Table 5.1. The trajectories
of quadrotors which are generated by proposed virtual reference model are
shown in Figs. (5.1 - 5.4). In Fig. 5.1 and 5.2, quadrotors are controlled
by using classical PID controller whereas in Fig. 5.3 and 5.4 quadrotors are
controlled by using integral backstepping (IB) controllers. It can be observed
that they approach each other and move towards T in a coordinated man-
ner. As the distance between each Qi and T falls below dbreak, virtual bonds
among the quadrotors are relaxed and Ftarg becomes dominant. When they
Table 5.1: Coordinated Motion Model Parameters for Simulations
Parameter Name Value
ccoord 5.0
dcoord 1.0
ktarg 10.0
ctarg 3.5
dtarg 2.0
kfar 10.0
knear 2.0
 10.0
 0.5
dbreak 1.5dtarg
are close to T , they keep mutual distances of dnear, then they spread around
the circle. Finally, the group reach desired formation at 5 meters above the
target indicated as star in gures.
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Figure 5.1: PID Controlled UAVs Trajectories on X-Y Plane
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Figure 5.2: PID Controlled UAVs Trajectories in 3D
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Figure 5.3: IB Controlled UAVs Trajectories on X-Y Plane
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Figure 5.4: IB Controlled UAVs Trajectories in 3D
Furthermore, attitude angles and positions of quadrotors are shown in
Figs. 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. As can be seen from the gures, quadrotors are
able to track reference trajectories successfully. Although quadrotors are not
subject to external disturbance, integral backstepping controllers perform
better than PID controllers.
RMS values of attitude and position tracking errors are tabulated in Ta-
ble 5.2. Integral backstepping controllers are able to keep the attitude and
position tracking errors under 0.0035 rad and 0.013 m, whereas the tracking
errors increase up to 0.012 rad and 0.019 m in PID controllers. However,
quadrotors which have integral backstepping controllers have larger errors
along the Z axis. The reason is that quadrotors rst vertically take-o and
then track the reference trajectory. This causes bigger RMS error values
along the Z axis when it is compared with errors along X and Y axes.
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Figure 5.5: Attitude and Position tracking of the rst quadrotor (Q1) using
(a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under no external disturbance.
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Figure 5.6: Attitude and Position tracking of the second quadrotor (Q2)
using (a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under no external disturbance.
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Figure 5.7: Attitude and Position tracking of the third quadrotor (Q3) using
(a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under no external disturbance.
In the second scenario, quadrotors are located at the same places as in
the rst scenario, and T is placed at the center of the room. In this scenario
quadrotors are subject to external disturbances. These external disturbances
are generated as forces and moments produced by wind that is modeled using
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Table 5.2: RMS Errors for PID and IB under no External Disturbance
Error 1. IB 1. PID 2. IB 2. PID 3. IB 3. PID
e (rad) 0.0007 0.0031 0.0026 0.0097 0.0025 0.0104
e (rad) 0.0025 0.0099 0.0029 0.0100 0.0032 0.0114
e (rad) 0.0005 0.0003 0.0003 0.0004 0.0009 0.0002
eX (m) 0.0117 0.0173 0.0128 0.0167 0.0128 0.0166
eY (m) 0.0032 0.0067 0.0118 0.0168 0.0115 0.0187
eZ (m) 0.1311 0.0004 0.1310 0.0034 0.1310 0.0040
Dryden Wind-Gust model [79] and they are depicted in Fig. 5.8.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: External disturbance forces and moments
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Figure 5.9: Attitude and Position tracking of the rst quadrotor (Q1) using
(a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under external disturbance.
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Figure 5.10: Attitude and Position tracking of the second quadrotor (Q2)
using (a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under external disturbance.
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Figure 5.11: Attitude and Position tracking of the third quadrotor (Q3) using
(a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under external disturbance.
Furthermore, attitude angles and positions of quadrotors are shown in
Figs. 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11. In light of these graphs, quadrotors are able to track
reference trajectories successfully despite the external disturbance. More-
over, integral backstepping controllers lead to smaller attitude and position
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Table 5.3: RMS Errors for PID and IB under External Disturbance Gener-
ated by Dryden Wind Model
Error 1. IB 1. PID 2. IB 2. PID 3. IB 3. PID
e (rad) 0.0009 0.0166 0.0027 0.0131 0.0026 0.0217
e (rad) 0.0026 0.0161 0.0030 0.0225 0.0032 0.0199
e (rad) 0.0013 0.0016 0.0010 0.0016 0.0012 0.0017
eX (m) 0.0117 0.0156 0.0128 0.0144 0.0127 0.0179
eY (m) 0.0033 0.0065 0.0118 0.0161 0.0115 0.0183
eZ (m) 0.1311 0.0020 0.1310 0.0039 0.1310 0.0049
tracking errors. More precisely both controllers can keep the attitude and
position tracking errors in the vicinity of 0.02 rad and 0.02 m respectively.
RMS values of integral backstepping and PID attitude and position con-
trollers tracking errors are tabulated in Table 5.3. Moreover, integral back-
stepping and PID position tracking errors are close but there are huge dif-
ferences in attitude angle RMS error values. Table 5.3 demonstrates the
performance of integral backstepping and PID controllers against external
disturbance. Notice that although both controller approaches are able to
keep attitude tracking errors below 0.02 rad and position tracking errors in
the vicinity of 0.02 m, integral backstepping approach has worse performance
along Z axis than PID based approach as before.
To conclude, the two simulation scenarios demonstrate that both control
approaches lead to comparably successful results when there is no external
disturbance. However, integral backstepping controllers perform better than
PID based controllers if the aerial vehicle is subject to external disturbance.
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5.2 Coordinated Motion of Five Quadrotors
This simulation was run for a group of ve quadrotors. The quadrotors are
placed at dierent corners of a room on the ground where Q1 = [5 0 0]
T ,
Q2 = [5 5 0]
T , Q3 = [0 5 0]
T , Q4 = [ 5 0 0]T and Q5 = [0  
5 0]T while T is placed at center of the room, T = [0 0 0]T and they
are not subject to any external disturbances. The trajectories of quadrotors
which are generated by virtual reference model are shown in Figs. (5.12 -
5.15). In Fig. 5.12 and 5.13, quadrotors are controlled by using classical
PID controller while in Fig. 5.14 and 5.15 quadrotors are controlled by using
integral backstepping (IB) controllers. It can be observed that they approach
each other and move in a coordinated fashion towards T . As the distance
between each Qi and T falls below dbreak, they keep mutual distances of dnear.
Finally, they take the form of a pentagon with sides equal to dnear at 5 m
height.
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Figure 5.12: PID Controlled UAVs Trajectories on X-Y Plane
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Figure 5.13: PID Controlled UAVs Trajectories in 3D
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Figure 5.14: IB Controlled UAVs Trajectories on X-Y Plane
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Figure 5.15: IB Controlled UAVs Trajectories in 3D
Moreover, attitude angles and positions of quadrotors are shown in Figs.
5.16 - 5.20. In light of these graphs, quadrotors are able to track reference
trajectories successfully. Although quadrotors are not subject to external dis-
turbances integral backstepping controllers have slightly better performance
than the PID controllers.
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Figure 5.16: Attitude and Position tracking of the rst quadrotor (Q1) using
(a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under no external disturbance.
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Figure 5.17: Attitude and Position tracking of the second quadrotor (Q2)
using (a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under no external disturbance.
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Figure 5.18: Attitude and Position tracking of the third quadrotor (Q3) using
(a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under no external disturbance.
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Figure 5.19: Attitude and Position tracking of the forth quadrotor (Q4) using
(a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under no external disturbance.
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Figure 5.20: Attitude and Position tracking of the fth quadrotor (Q5) using
(a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under no external disturbance.
RMS values of attitude and position tracking errors are tabulated in Ta-
ble 5.4 and Table 5.5. According to Table 5.4, integral backstepping keeps
attitude tracking errors below 0.0015 rad and position tracking errors in the
vicinity of 0.003 m, error along the Z axis is larger as before. In light of
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Table 5.5, PID based method keeps attitude tracking errors below 0.003 rad
and position tracking errors in the vicinity of 0.013 m. The results under no
external disturbance are close, but integral backstepping controllers lead to
slightly less error compared to PID controllers.
Table 5.4: RMS Errors for IB under no External Disturbance
Error 1. IB 2. IB 3. IB 4. IB 5. IB
e (rad) 0.0009 0.0013 0.0010 0.0008 0.0050
e (rad) 0.0012 0.0012 0.0003 0.0013 0.0004
e (rad) 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
eX (m) 0.0015 0.0019 0.0007 0.0019 0.0007
eY (m) 0.0019 0.0021 0.0014 0.0019 0.0028
eZ (m) 0.1311 0.1310 0.1311 0.1310 0.1311
Table 5.5: RMS Errors for PID under no External Disturbance
Error 1. PID 2. PID 3. PID 4. PID 5. PID
e (rad) 0.0009 0.0026 0.0024 0.0006 0.0055
e (rad) 0.0025 0.0029 0.0002 0.0027 0.0004
e (rad) 0.0005 0.0001 0.0005 0.0005 0.0008
eX (m) 0.0117 0.0131 0.0007 0.0123 0.0012
eY (m) 0.0031 0.0115 0.0115 0.0027 0.0029
eZ (m) 0.0022 0.0011 0.0014 0.0013 0.0028
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In the second scenario, quadrotors are located at the same places in the
rst scenario and also T is placed at the center of the room. In this simula-
tion quadrotors are subject to external disturbances. Furthermore, attitude
angles and positions of quadrotors are shown in Figs. 5.21 - 5.25. It is clear
from these gures that quadrotors follow the desired references quite success-
fully despite the external disturbances. Integral backstepping controllers per-
form better than PID controllers. Moreover, integral backstepping method
is more responsive to reference trajectory variation. Hence, it leads to less
error compared to PID controller.
RMS values of attitude and position tracking errors are tabulated in Ta-
ble 5.6 and Table 5.7. According to Table 5.6, integral backstepping keeps
attitude tracking errors below 0.006 rad and position tracking errors in the
vicinity of 0.0045 m, error along the Z axis is larger as before. In Table 5.7,
PID based method keeps attitude tracking errors below 0.01 rad and posi-
tion tracking errors in the vicinity of 0.03 m. These results demonstrate that
integral backstepping controllers perform better than PID controllers if the
aerial vehicle is subject to external disturbance.
To sum up, the two simulation scenarios demonstrate that both control
approaches lead to comparably successful results when there is no external
disturbance. However, integral backstepping controllers have better perfor-
mance than PID controllers, if the aerial vehicle is subject to external dis-
turbance.
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Figure 5.21: Attitude and Position tracking of the rst quadrotor (Q1) using
(a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under external disturbance.
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Figure 5.22: Attitude and Position tracking of the second quadrotor (Q2)
using (a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under external disturbance.
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Figure 5.23: Attitude and Position tracking of the third quadrotor (Q3) using
(a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under external disturbance.
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Figure 5.24: Attitude and Position tracking of the forth quadrotor (Q4) using
(a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under external disturbance.
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Figure 5.25: Attitude and Position tracking of the fth quadrotor (Q5) using
(a) PID Control, (b) IB Control under external disturbance.
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Table 5.6: RMS Errors for IB under External Disturbance Generated by
Dryden Wind Model
Error 1. IB 2. IB 3. IB 4. IB 5. IB
e (rad) 0.0010 0.0026 0.0025 0.0008 0.0056
e (rad) 0.0026 0.0030 0.0006 0.0027 0.0007
e (rad) 0.0013 0.0012 0.0013 0.0014 0.0014
eX (m) 0.0022 0.0027 0.0023 0.0045 0.0040
eY (m) 0.0019 0.0023 0.0017 0.0019 0.0110
eZ (m) 0.1310 0.1310 0.1310 0.1311 0.1311
Table 5.7: RMS Errors for PID under External Disturbance Generated by
Dryden Wind Model
Error 1. PID 2. PID 3. PID 4. PID 5. PID
e (rad) 0.0069 0.0067 0.0063 0.0066 0.0099
e (rad) 0.0074 0.0072 0.0062 0.0072 0.0084
e (rad) 0.0008 0.0007 0.0007 0.0007 0.0008
eX (m) 0.0117 0.0132 0.0010 0.0123 0.0018
eY (m) 0.0030 0.0113 0.0116 0.0029 0.0292
eZ (m) 0.0022 0.0020 0.0022 0.0022 0.0031
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Chapter VI
6 Concluding Remarks and Future Works
In this thesis, coordination of a group of quadrotors is achieved by de-
veloping a reference model that consists of virtual springs and dampers that
exert forces between the vehicles. In this system, a virtual plane is dened
by orthogonally projecting quadrotor positions. On this virtual plane, planar
distances between the quadrotors are utilized to exert virtual forces on each
vehicle. Coordination among the quadrotors is achieved on a plane while
altitude control is designed independently from this planar coordination.
In order to design ight controllers for individual quadrotors, the dynam-
ics of the quadrotor is divided into two subsystems, namely position and
attitude subsystems. Position and attitude controllers are designed by using
integral backstepping control approach which is robust to the external dis-
turbances such as wind. Reference attitude angles are computed by utilizing
the dynamic inversion method and they are used by the attitude controllers.
Finally formation control problem of quadrotors is considered. The robots
must be uniformly distributed on the nal formation while they move in a
coordinated fashion. Coordination and target forces are dened in terms of
spring and damping forces where springs are adaptable. Spring coecient is
modeled as an adaptable parameter to reach the nal formation around the
target at a desired distance. Spring coecient is switched after the rst stage
of the coordinated task to enable achievement of the nal formation. Sigmoid
function is utilized for parameter switching problem to facilitate smoother
response of the robots.
Simulation results provided for three and ve quadrotors are quite promis-
ing. Quadrotors performed the coordinated tasks quite successfully. The
number of robots can easily be increased, but simulation with 5 quadrotors
show the potential of our method.
As a future work, we plan working on the physical implementation of
the proposed coordination scheme. Once it is physically implemented, the
coordinated motion of a group of unmanned aerial vehicle can be utilized
for various coordinated tasks such as search, rescue, surveillance and border
patrol by the aid of the proposed model in this thesis.
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